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ABSTRACT 

 

In the recent years, wireless sensor network (WSN) have witnessed increased interest in information 

gathering in applications such as combat field reconnaissance, security surveillance, environmental 

monitoring, patient health monitoring and so on. Thus, there is a need for scalable and energy-efficient 

routing, data gathering and aggregation protocols in these WSN environments. Various hierarchical 

clustering Protocols have been proposed by authors for WSN to improve system stability, lifetime, and 

energy efficiency.  Clustering involves grouping nodes into disjoint and non-overlapping clusters. In this 

paper we motivate the need for clustering. Secondly, we present general classification of published 

clustering schemes. Thirdly, we review some existing clustering algorithms proposed for WSNs; 

highlighting their objectives, features, and so on. Finally, we develop an Average Energy (AvE) prediction 

algorithm using exponential decay function y=Ae
-ax

+B. We then combine this function with the 

probabilistic distributed LEACH of algorithm to determine suitable CHs. The combined algorithm was 

implemented on MATLAB simulator and tested for homogenous network. The result gathered from the 

simulation shows that the extended algorithm in homogenous network mode is able to achieve 39% 

stability, 11% Average energy Dissipation per round and 40% Lifespan better than LEACH-Homo. This 

paper proposes a new direction in improving energy efficiency of WSN routing protocol, which is desirable 

in some critical WSN applications.  . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) present relatively new generation of real time embedded 

systems with limited computational speed, energy and storage resources. WSNs are used where 

traditional networking infrastructure is impractical. [12] Different approaches and techniques 

have been proposed in the recent years for optimization of energy usage in Wireless Sensor 

Networks. WSN has also drawn the interest of researchers due its wide range of application such 

as combat field reconnaissance, security surveillance, environmental monitoring and so on. 

Sensors in these applications are expected to be deployed massively in a harsh or hostile 

environment, and are expected to operate autonomously. Advancement in miniaturized micro-

electronics devices made it possible to develop cheap low power micro-sensors for WSN.   
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Sensor node in a WSN has the ability to communicate with every other node wirelessly. A typical 

sensor node has these components: a radio transceiver with an antenna which has the ability to 

send or receive data packets, a microcontroller which could process data and schedule relative 

tasks, one or more sensors sensing the environment data, batteries providing energy supply, and a 

memory for data storage. 
 

 
 

 

Figure 1. Wireless sensor network Architecture 

 

 

 

1.1. WHAT IS WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK? 
 

A Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of spatially distributed self-configurable sensors. 

These sensors has the ability to monitor physical or environmental conditions, such as 

temperature, humidity, vibration, pressure, sound, motion and so on, with very low energy 

consumption. Sensed data collected by these nodes are sent to the base station or sink where 

further processing can take place. In most applications, only aggregated data are expected to be 

sent to the base station. In order to provide more accurate reports about their local regions, 

sensors in different regions of the field can collaborate to aggregate their data.  
 

Since sensor nodes are deployed massively and are expected to operate unattended in condition 

where node maintenance is impractical. Therefore, energy efficiency and fault tolerance becomes 

the design goal in WSN. 
 

A single sensor itself cannot gather useful information due to its limitation in term of its resources 

like power, CPU speed, and communication radio coverage and memory capacity. Massive 

deployment of sensor nodes is necessary to give room for collaboration in gathering information. 
 

1.2.  DEFINITION OF SOME COMMON TERMS USED IN THIS PAPER 
 

Sensor Node: A sensor node is the core component of a WSN. Sensor nodes can take on multiple 

roles in a network, such as simple sensing; data storage; routing; and data processing. 
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Clusters: Clusters are the organizational unit for WSNs. The dense nature of these networks 

requires the need for them to be broken down into clusters to simplify tasks such a 

communication. 

 

Clusterheads (CHs): Cluster heads are the organization leader of a cluster. They often are 

required to organize activities in the cluster. These tasks include but are not limited to data-

aggregation and organization the communication schedule of a cluster. 
 

Base Station: The base station is at the upper level of the hierarchical WSN. It provides the 

communication link between the sensor network and the end-user. 
 

Routing: This is the transfer of data from source to destination through a path that will require 

minimum power cost. 
 

1.3. NEED FOR CLUSTERING IN WSN 
 

A typical WSN consists of hundreds to thousands of sensor nodes. Sensor nodes are energy 

constrained and are typically deployed in environments where recharging batteries is impractical. 

Therefore, it is obvious that specialized energy-aware routing and data gathering protocols 

offering high scalability should be applied in order increase the lifetime of the Network. Nodes in 

WSN are deployed in ad-hoc manner in large numbers and unaware of their location. Distributed 

clustering protocols that rely only on neighborhood information are preferred for WSNs. In most 

research work, it is assumed that there is a central location that is aware of the network topology.  

As it has been stated earlier that sensor nodes in WSN operate on batteries with limited energy, 

clustering approach is employed to achieve low message overhead to save energy. In addition, 

because nodes are deployed typically to and hash or hostile environment made them to be 

vulnerable to failure, thus there is a need for periodic re-clustering to heal disconnected regions 

and distribute energy consumption across all nodes. Periodic re-clustering is also needed because 

the parameters used in choosing CH are dynamic; values such as residual energy, centrality, node 

degree etc. changes overtime. The clustering techniques proposed for data processing typically 

consider static parameters, such as the distance between the nodes also assume that nodes are 

reliable which is not always true. 
 

1.4 CLUSTERING PROCESS 
 

To achieve energy efficiency and data aggregation, most researchers suggests sensors have to be 

partitioned into small groups called clusters. Each cluster has a coordinator, referred to as a 

cluster head (CH), and a number of member nodes. Clustering forms a two level hierarchy where 

the CH is at the higher level and Member nodes at the lower level.  The member nodes aggregate 

their sensed data to their respective CH and the CH forwards it to the base station. Because CHs 

transmit data often and over long distances, they use more energy compared to the member 

nodes, thus there is a need to rotate the CH role among the nodes on the network periodically for 

load distribution [6]. This process is usually referred to as re-clustering. In addition to Energy 

efficiency, clustering reduces channel contention and packet collisions, resulting in better 

network throughput under high load. 
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1.5 ADVANTAGES OF WSN CLUSTERING: 
 

1. Clustering reduces the size of the routing table stored at the individual nodes by localizing the 

route set up within the cluster. 
 

2. Clustering can conserve communication bandwidth since it limits the scope of inter-cluster 

interactions to CHs and avoids redundant exchange of messages among sensor nodes. 
 

3. The CH can prolong the battery life of the individual sensors and the network lifetime as well 

by implementing optimized management strategies. 
 

4. Clustering cuts on topology maintenance overhead. Sensors would care only for connecting 

with their CHs. 
 

5. A CH can perform data aggregation in its cluster and decrease the number of redundant 

packets. 
 

6. A CH can reduce the rate of energy consumption by scheduling activities in the cluster. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
 

Heinzelman, et.al [6] introduced a hierarchical clustering algorithm for sensor networks, called 

Low Energy Adaptive Cluster Hierarchy – based protocol (LEACH). In LEACH the operation is 

divided into rounds, during each round a different set of nodes are cluster-heads (CH). Nodes that 

have been cluster heads cannot become cluster heads again for P rounds. Thereafter, each node 

has a 1/p probability of becoming a cluster head in each round. At the end of each round, each 

node that is not a cluster head selects the closest cluster head and joins that cluster to transmit 

data. LEACH probabilistic formula is given by: 
 

 

 
 

The cluster heads aggregate and compress the data and forward it to the base station, thus it 

extends the lifetime of major nodes. In this algorithm, the energy consumption will distribute 

almost uniformly among all nodes and the non-head nodes are turning off as much as possible. 

LEACH assumes that all nodes are in wireless transmission range of the base station which is not 

the case in many sensor deployments. In each round, LEACH has cluster heads comprising 5% of 

total nodes. It uses Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) as a scheduling mechanism which 

makes it prone to long delays when applied to large sensor networks. The figure below shows the 

communications in LEACH protocol. 
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Figure 2.  Hierarchical Routing Topology  (Xuxun, 2012) 

 

LEACH-C algorithm [3], each node sends their current location information and residual energy 

level to the sink. The sink in turn uses this information to select suitable CHs based on their 

residual energy, centrality and so on. The major drawback of LEACH-C is that sensor nodes 

expend significant power sending this information of BS at each round. In addition, assumption 

that sensor nodes are equipped with GPS adds more complexity to the system.  
 

LEACH protocol does not make use of high energy nodes to improve its stability when present, it 

only elongate the lifespan of the network, Stable Election Protocol (SEP) [7] however is a 

heterogeneous-aware protocol to prolong the time interval before the death of the first node (we 

refer to as stability period), which is crucial for many applications where the feedback from the 

sensor network must be reliable. SEP is based on weighted election probabilities of each node to 

become cluster head according to the remaining energy in each node. Simulation result shows 

that SEP always prolongs the stability period compared to (and that the average throughput is 

greater than) the one obtained using current clustering protocols. SEP protocol is sensitive to 

heterogeneity parameters capturing energy imbalance in the network. SEP yields longer stability 

region for higher values of extra energy brought by more powerful nodes. The demerit of SEP is 

that it is not suitable for homogeneous network.  
 

In E-LEACH protocol [8] the cluster head selection is based on the residual energy level of the 

nodes. The residual energy level decides that whether the node will become a cluster head or not 

after the first round. In this protocol all nodes have equal probability to become the cluster head 

in the first round. The residual energy level in the second round is different for each node because 

of the first round communication. In this protocol the nodes that have a more energy level will 

become the cluster head rather than the nodes with low energy level. Therefore, this protocol 

improves the cluster head selection procedure. The drawback is that, it makes the network 

structure rigid, and may eventually lead to imbalance energy consumption on the network.  
 

Another salient problem in LEACH is that the cluster head that is far away from base station 

require more energy to transfer the information to the base station and therefore it will die soon. 

To solve this problem, Two-Level LEACH (TL-LEACH) [1] protocol is proposed. In this 

protocol, the cluster head is responsible for collection and fusion of data like LEACH protocol 

from respective cluster members, but the cluster heads will not directly forward the data to the 

base station. It uses one of the cluster head that lies between cluster head and base station as a 

relay station. Disadvantage is the cluster heads closer to BS now has additional responsibility of 
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helping other cluster heads to forward their data to BS, which eventually lead to hotspot 

problems.  

 

DEEC (Distributed Energy Efficient Clustering) In DEEC [12] protocol all nodes use the initial 

and residual energy level to define the cluster heads. DEEC estimate the ideal value of network 

lifetime to compute the reference energy that each node should expend during each round. In a 

two-level heterogeneous network, where we have two categories of nodes, m. N advanced nodes 

with initial energy equal to Eo.(1+a) and (1 −m).N normal nodes, where the initial energy is equal 

to Eo. Where a and m are two variable which control the nodes percentage types (advanced or 

normal) and the total initial energy in the network Etotal. 
 

LEACH-H (Hybrid Cluster Head Selection Leach) [9] was proposed in order to overcome the 

defect of short survival time and low degree of load balancing in case of LEACH. It uses the 

advantages of LEACH and LEACH-C. Cluster head is selected in the first round by base station 

in Leach-H, which effectively resolves the problem that the number of cluster head is uncertain in 

Leach. In the other rounds, the new cluster head used in the next round is selected in their own 

cluster by the current cluster head in Leach-H, which resolves the issue of the dependence on the 

base station in Leach-C.  
 

V-LEACH [2] protocol solves this problem by introducing the vice-cluster head. In V-LEACH 

protocol a cluster contains a cluster head, vice-cluster head and cluster nodes. In this protocol if 

the cluster head dies then vice-cluster head will start working as cluster head and the cluster head 

data will reach to the base station. There is no need to elect the new cluster head, so it will save 

the energy and enhance the network life time. LEACH-B [4] solves the problems, number of 

cluster heads and the ignorance of the node’s residual energy, found in LEACH. This protocol 

adds a second selection of cluster heads to modify the number cluster-head in the set-up phase 

considering the node’s residual energy per round. In order to save the energy consumption and to 

prolong the life span of the network, the protocol ensures that the partition of cluster is balance 

and uniform.  
 

LEACH-DE [5] Improved LEACH Routing Protocol; It proposes selection of cluster head based 

on residual energy of a node and its position on the network. The average energy is estimated 

based on assumption that the sensor nodes have global knowledge of the network and are 

equipped with GPS. [14] EECP Energy efficient clustered protocol it uses the distance of the 

sensor from the sink as the major issue for the selection of a cluster in the sensor network. 

Improves Energy Efficiency of the network, drawback is that Significant overhead due to regular 

communication with the sink during estimation of the distance. 
 

In order to save the energy consumption and to prolong the life span of the network, routing 

protocol must ensure that the partition of cluster is balance and uniform. U-LEACH [10] is an 

approach to address this problem. It describes a Uniform Distribution Technique (UDT) for 

selecting CHs and their corresponding clusters. 
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3. DEVELOPMENT OF AN EXTENDED CLUSTER HEAD SELECTION 

ALGORITHM 
 

In the LEACH hierarchical protocol, residual energy of the nodes selected as CH is not taking 

into consideration by the probabilistic algorithm T(n) as T(n)= p/(1-p(r*mod(1/p))), thus making 

it possible to select node with low residual energy as CH. This implies that such CH will die soon 

as it does not have enough energy to perform its role. In addition, presence of heterogeneity in 

LEACH does not significantly improve the stability of WSN, it only extend the lifespan of the 

network. In addition, LEACH-C uses AvE to select suitable cluster heads, but it relies on the base 

station to do the calculation. All sensor nodes have to forward their residual energy to the base 

station where AvE is calculated. Forwarding of this information to the base station adds 

significant energy burden to the network as sensor node expend energy sending this information. 

SEP protocol takes advantage of heterogeneity to improve the stability of WSN; however, 

selection of the cluster head is also stochastic. In SEP there is no improvement on the lifespan of 

the network when compared to LEACH.  
 

The proposed algorithm is targeted at the setup phase of hierarchical routing process in order to 

reduce energy expended during CH selection. In the Setup Phase of the algorithm (i.e.CH 

selection), Stochastic selection technique employed in LEACH algorithm will be used to select 

tentative CHs, while average energy level prediction algorithm will be used to select suitable final 

CHs from the select tentative CHs at any given round. Thus residual energy of sensor node is part 

of the criteria used to elect CHs. The required residual energy of nodes suitable to become CH for 

current round is done by calculating the average energy (AvE) of all the nodes alive at the current 

round. Only nodes having residual energy equal to the average energy or higher than AvE are 

selected as CH. A mathematical model is develop to estimate this AvE at each round. Assumption 

the each node on the network can collect information on residual energy of all other nodes on the 

network is avoided, since the residual energy of nodes on the network is not visible to each other. 

The information that is needed from the result is Average Energy of CH generated per round 

(AvE), and the Round Number (RN).  
 

In order to extract the graph of AvE against RN, the existing algorithm MATLAB code was 

modified with code below. 

 

T_roundE=0; 

    rE_count=0; 

      for j=1:1:n 

         if (S(j).E>0) 

           rE_count=rE_count+1; 

T_roundE=T_roundE+S(j).E; 

  end 

    end 

         rE_avg=T_roundE/(rE_count); 

   avgE(r+1)=rE_avg; 

 

The behaviour of Average Energy of Sensor Nodes (AvE) against Round Number (RN) can be 

obtained from the graphical output. 
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Figure 3.1 Exponential decay curve obtained for AvE with RN 

 
 

 
 

Table 3.1 Simulation parameters used for the test environment 

 

3.1 OBTAINING AVE FROM EXPONENTIAL DECAY CURVE 
 

From Figure 3.1, it can be observed that the plot appears parabolic, which implies it follows 

exponential decay function. 
  
The general equation for an exponential decay function is given by: y = Ae

-ax
 + B            3.1 

 

From the graph in Figure 3.1 

y= AvE (Average Energy), x=RN (Round Number),  
 

After substituting “AvE” for “y” and RN for “x”  

We have: AvE = Ae
-a (RN)

 + B                3.2 
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Where A and B are constant 

And, a = (1/µ) and µ is the gradient 

Also, µ = (RN2 – RN1) / (in AvE1- in AvE2)    

 

By taking two points in Figure 3. 

RN2 = 200, RN1 = 0, AvE1 = 0.013, AvE2 = 0.1 

After substituting the values of RN2, RN1, in AvE1 and in AvE2 We have: 

µ = (200-0) / (in 0.013 – in 0.1) 

   = -98.0248   

Therefore, a = (1/-98.0248) = -0.01 

It can be implied that: 

AvE1 = Ae
m(RN1)

 + B                                        3.4 
 

AvE2 = Ae
m(RN2)

 + B                                         3.5 

Substituting the value of AvE, RN at point 1 and 2 on the graph 

0.013 = Ae
0.01(200)

 + B                                       3.6 
 

0.1 = Ae
0.01(0) 

+ B                                       3.7  

Solving the two equations simultaneously we have  

 A=-0.0136  B= 0.1136 

Therefore 

AvE= -0.0136e
0.01RN

 + 0.1136   
 

This equation is used to modified existing LEACH-homo protocol to determine AvE suitable for 

CHs at a particular round 
 

4. SIMULATION RESULT 
 

The developed algorithm was implemented on MATLAB 2013a Simulation Environment using 

the stated parameters in Table 3.1. Stability Period, Lifespan, and Average Energy Dissipation 

were used as performance metrics in the simulation result. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3. Screenshot captured showing dead and alive nodes 
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Table 4.1. Performance analysis of energy efficiency of the developed algorithm when compared to 

LEACH-Homo and the Extended CHSA. 

 
 

The results that were obtained when running the extended algorithm on homogeneous network 

(when α = 1+0), i.e. when all sensor nodes on the network has the same start up energy Eo, are as 

shown in following graphs and tables. At the initialization, the start-up nodes were 100 for both 

LEACH-Homo and ExtendedCHSA. During the simulation of the developed algorithm, the 

screenshot captured showing dead and alive nodes are as depicted in Figure 4.3 Alive nodes are 

nodes that still have residual energy and are represented using blue circle, and dead nodes are 

nodes that have exhausted their residual energy and are represented using red dot. 
 

4.1 NO OF ALIVE NODES PER ROUND 
 

This shown in figure 4.1, it represent the number of alive on the network at a particular round. 

From the graph it can be observed that the extended algorithm is able to improve the number of 

Node Alive per round, due technique used in the extended cluster head selection algorithm. This 

also indirectly improves load balancing on the network.  
 

Table 4.2 Performance analysis of Stability and Lifespan of LEACH-Homo and Extended LEACH 

 

 
 

4.2 STABILITY PERIOD 
 

This shown in Table 4.2; this is the time elapse between the start of operation of the network and 

the time the first node dies. From the table the extended algorithm has stability period (same as 

FND) of 221 rounds, and that LEACH-homo is 158 rounds. This implies that the solution 

significantly improves the stability period of the network.  
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4.3 NO OF DEAD NODES PER ROUND 
 

FND, HND and LND are First Node Dead, Half Node Dead, and Last Node Dead respectively. 

There is significant reduction in the no of dead nodes per round the reason for this is similar as in 

the previous due the technique used in the cluster head selection algorithm  

 

4.4 DATA SEND TO CHS PER ROUND 
 

In figure 4.4, there is also a slight improvement in the data sent to CHs by MNs compared to 

LEACH-Homo, which is due to longer life time of the network.  

 

4.5 DATA SEND TO CHS PER ROUND 
 
In figure 4.6, there is reduction in packets of data sent to BS. However this will not have 

significant effect on the performance of the network, since WSN we are more concerned about 

the longevity of the network rather than the QoS. In addition since not all the data sent to BS are 

useful and the fact that the data are fused by the CHs to get the aggregated data, the volume of 

data sent to the BS should be adequate for real life operation.  

 
 

 
 

                                   Figure 4.1 No of Alive Nodes per Round 
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                                        Figure 4.2 No of Dead Nodes per Round 

 

4.4.5  AVERAGE ENERGY REMAINING ON THE NETWORK PER ROUND 
 

As can be observed in table 4.2, there is moderate improvement in the average energy dissipation 

of nodes per round, with respect to the number of node currently alive on the network, when 

compared with LEACH-hetero. This is due to reduction in the overall energy consumption of the 

network per round 

 

 
 

               Figure 4.4 Average energy remaining per Round 
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                                 Figure 4.5 Volume of Data Sent to CH 

 
 

 
 

                                           Figure 4.6 Volume of Data Sent to BS 
 

5. CONCLUSION  
 

In this research work, a technique that will be able to predict average energy of alive nodes on the 

network at a particular round is introduced to extend the existing method of cluster head election. 

Stochastic algorithm present in the existing LEACH protocol retained to maintain load balancing 

on the network. Making of unnecessary assumptions are also avoided, as in some existing work, 

cluster head election decision is taken locally without relying on the base station. In addition our 

extended algorithm is able to reduce energy dissipated on the network during its operation, by 
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avoiding unnecessary communication. The developed algorithm was simulated on MATLAB 

2013 simulation environment using parameters earlier stated, we then compare the result obtained 

with the selected hierarchical routing protocol using the following performance metrics, Stability 

period, lifespan, and Average energy dissipation per round, Simulation result from the study 

shows that for homogeneous, the developed algorithm is able to extend the stability of the 

network, lifespan of the network and average energy dissipated at each round of the operation of 

the network when compared with LEACH-Homo. 
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